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AIS Insurance Announces Rideshare Insurance to Cover Gaps for Uber, Lyft
Drivers

AIS now offers Rideshare Insurance that covers critical gaps between personal and rideshare
companies’ coverage.

Cerritos, California (PRWEB) April 28, 2016 -- Auto Insurance Specialists (“AIS”) today announces the
availability of affordable Rideshare Insurance for drivers of Uber, Lyft, Sidecar and other Transportation
Network Companies (“TNC’s”).

Without this insurance, drivers of TNC’s are at risk because there is a critical gap where neither the driver’s
personal auto policy or the TNC company’s insurance fully covers them. This gap is when the driver has a
rideshare app on but has not yet accepted a fare. Were an accident to occur during this gap period, the driver
would be responsible “out-of-pocket” for costly damages, or even liability claims that could arise.

Rideshare Insurance through AIS is currently available in Arizona, California, Illinois, Nevada, Oklahoma,
Oregon and Texas. It can be conveniently added to a personal auto insurance policy for as little as 20 cents a
day. With AIS offering highly competitive car insurance rates, it’s easy and affordable for drivers to get one
policy for both personal and rideshare use.

“Rideshare services offer a great benefit to consumers and a flexible job option for drivers. We’re happy to see
insurance companies responding and offering new coverage options that protect drivers and are simple and
economical to obtain,” said Mark Ribisi, president and CEO of Auto Insurance Specialists. “AIS is pleased to
be among the first national agencies offering this coverage.”

Uber, Lyft and other drivers can get a free quote from AIS at 800-772-4247 or www.aisinsurance.com.

AIS is a leading national insurance agency with a long-standing history of innovation and stellar customer
service. AIS was early to introduce online comparison quoting, allowing drivers to compare and choose the best
car insurance rates. Today, AIS continues to advocate for clients and all drivers with new offerings like
Rideshare Insurance. AIS also offers insurance for other important assets and occasions such as homeowners
insurance, commercial insurance, RV insurance, life insurance and more.

ABOUT AIS:

Auto Insurance Specialists, more commonly known as AIS, has been providing insurance coverage to
customers for almost 50 years. One of the nation’s largest independently operated insurance agencies, AIS is
based in Cerritos, California and offers consumers a comparison shopping experience on a wide variety of
insurance types, including auto, homeowner, renters, motorcycle, recreational vehicles, business insurance and
more.

In CA, AIS is Auto Insurance Specialists LLC | CA Insurance Lic 0524784; Outside of CA, AIS is PoliSeek
AIS Insurance Solutions, Inc | CA Insurance Lic 0F51713 DBA AIS Auto Insurance Specialists Agency
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Contact Information
Susan Zephir
Auto Insurance Specialists
http://www.aisinsurance.com
+1 562-345-6138

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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